
 Ann Johnson: 

Memories of  an Ilkley Grammar School Pupil in the 1950s     
 
The building: The front of the main building was as you see it today. The building 
with the tower had three classrooms facing the front, with an assembly hall 
immediately behind, to the right of the front door, and on the other side was the 
Headmaster's house. There were three classes in each year, labelled, with no 
subtlety. A, B and C. 
 There was an art room, small library, three labs ( physics, chemistry and 
biology), woodwork and domestic science rooms, a gym and the swimming pool. For 
games we had to walk down to the field on Valley Drive, now the Emmanjay 
development, by the Wool Secretariat, or to a field near the river at Ben Rhydding. 
It is quite hard now to work out where the bones of that school are, subsumed into all 
the new structures. 
 I have in mind that there were 440 pupils then, but there must have been 
more. 
 The day always started with an assembly, with a hymn, prayers and "notices". 
 Uniform was compulsory, including green and white summer dresses in your 
choice of style as long as you had at least a short sleeve. The Headgirl travelled 
home on the same School Special bus ( the "School Spec") and had to come round 
to tell us to put our caps, berets or Panama hats on. 
 For lunch we sat at tables of six, I think, with a sixth former at the end dishing 
out the mashed potato and trying to make small talk. There was no choice of menu. 
Pupils were allowed out onto the moors at lunchtime, as long as you were with a 
friend and signed out. One winter's day I tested the ice on the tarn and that foot went 
straight through. Kind sixth formers took me up to the little room in the tower, where 
the window is, where they tried to dry my sock and shoe by the gas fire. 
 Teaching was very formal. There was little acknowledgement of pupils' 
differing abilities in different subjects. I was hopeless at Maths and wasn't allowed to 
take GCE maths because that would affect the school's averages. Nor was I given 
any help.  I had to take Domestic Science; girls couldn't do woodwork and vice 
versa. On the other hand, the Headmaster took me out of lessons, walked me up 
and down outside, and told me that I should take Latin A level ( my father said 
German would be more useful) as Latin was a requirement at many universities, 
especially for Arts subjects. Also the Art teacher, Mr Walker, glanced at my painting 
and took me to the window. "What do you see? Not what you think you see?” It took 
a minute or so before I realised it was blue and purple on the skyline MiddletonMoor. 
The start of a lifetime of the joy of looking. 




